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with these related concepts, the semantic
relations found among the keywords can be
captured.
For example, if the keywords of the document
are computer and security, one of the mapped
path found in the ontology could be Yahoo:
Computer and Internet: Security and Encryption
(see figure1).

Abstract: This paper proposes a method of
creating a web document representation using a
web ontology concepts instead of ‘bag-ofwords’. However, since the web domain has a
very small vocabulary, we are unable to
transform all or most of the keywords of the web
document into web ontology concepts. This
particular problem is solved by creating an
extended part of the web ontology with words
obtained from an external linguistics knowledgebase. The promising outcome as the result of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Information Retrieval (IR) fields being merged
together convinces us to create the extended
ontology using NLP technique.

The transformation or mapping process will
retrieve Computer and Internet and Security and
Encryption concepts. The ontology helps us to
identify that the word security mentioned in the
web document is most probably talking about
computer security which is related to hackers
rather than computer robbery. However, a
limited vocabulary of the web ontology will not
be able to represent all or most of the document
keywords. Therefore, we try to incoporate an
external linguistics knowledge-base (WordNet)
to enrich the ontology concepts. The words
obtained from WordNet which are used to enrich
the web ontology concepts are the extended
ontology. This is the solution for the limited
vocabulary problem and the same time provides
us the alternative mapped concepts for the
document keywords.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing amount of information available in
Internet has attracted many IR researchers to
focus their works on web documents. In IR,
most of the document categorization or
classification use bags-of-words1 [22] to
represent the documents that needed to be
categorized or classified. This kind of
representation is not very suitable to be used to
analyze the web document since a web document
is more complex compared to the standard
document ( e.g Journals, Newspaper or Reports).
In our approach of creating the representation of
a web document, the extracted keywords from
the given web document is transformed into a
web ontology related concepts. We believe that
the content of the web document is best
represented by these related concepts because
1

A list of words extracted out from a document and used as
the document representation.

mapped
mapped

Ontology Path:
Yahoo!
Computer and Internet
Security and Encryption
Figure 1: Transformation of keywords into web
ontology concepts.

Therefore, our main goal in this paper is to find
the best way on how the words from WordNet
and the word concepts from the web ontology
can be linked. With the best linkage established,
we hope that the extended part of the ontology is
true and will improve the performance of the
topic identification module used in IR system.
We will briefly discuss about the related works
on how to relate or to link two different sources

of words in section 2. In section 3, the process of
creating the extended ontology will be descibed.
The experiment results will be in section 4
followed by our conclusion in section 5.

between the words of Yahoo concepts and words
from WordNet. Based on the review of past
related works [1],[28],[18], we decided to use
three types of semantics relationships found in
the WordNet and they are (with their
definitions):

2 RELATED WORKS
In order to build our extended ontology, we will
focus on the earlier related works that
concentrate on linking a word with other words
using a clearly defined relationship. Generally,
there are many ways to link two or more
different words. Some of them are using
statistical words model, word probabilities model
and lately many researchers have shown interest
in NLP technique.

1. Synonym: Two words are synonymous if the
substitution of one for the other never changes
the truth value of a sentence in which the
substitution is made [20]. In WordNet,
synonymous words are put a group called synset.

In this paper, we focus our method of linking
two different sources of words by using NLP
technique. But, before we describe our work
further, we have to get a clear view on the impact
of NLP technique towards this problem by
looking at others’ works.

3. Meronym/holonym: A “part-whole” or
“part-of” (or HAS-A) relationship between
words [20].

In [27]’s paper, the effectiveness of the IR
process is done by adding words that have
lexical relationships to the query vector. Based
on the experimental results, the most effective
way of improving the IR accuracy performance
is by adding synonym words and direct related
V\QVHW ZRUGV WKDW KDYH UHODWLYH ZHLJKW . RI 
[1] focused on the words role in order to make
the user’s query becomes flexible. By
modifiying one or all the words in the user’s
query with synonym words, alternative queries
can be produced to prevent a null retrieval result.
However, in [18], they claimed that using other
added words besides synonym words and root
words on the user’s original query words can
mislead the retrieval process.

3 EXTENDED ONTOLOGY
We chose Yahoo as our web ontology based on
the fact that Yahoo is the largest subjectdirectories of web documents and manually built
with human knowledge towards Internet [26].
Our external linguistics knowledge-base is
WordNet. WordNet is developed based on the
theory of psycholinguistics by a group
researchers from Princeton University [20]. In
this linguistic knowledge-base, we can find
words semantically related with the other words
in many ways. We try to take advantage of these
semantics relationships to establish links

2. Hypernym/hyponym: A “is-a” relation
between words meanings [20]. Also known as a
superset/subset relationship.

Using these three semantics relationships, we can
retrieve words from WordNet based on the
words concepts of Yahoo. The retrieved words
from WordNet will be treated as the extension of
Yahoo ontology.

(input)
Yahoo!Computer And Internet: Security and
Encryption

Stemming Process
computer internet security encryption
Sense-tagging Process

computer1 internet1 security4 encryption1

Figure 2: Stemming process will change that words
into root forms and sense-tagger process will give
sense numbers to the stemmed words.

The enrichment of Yahoo concept using
WordNet words is not as easy as seen. This is
because the words exist from both resources are
not the same. Words in WordNet are sensetagged whereas the words of Yahoo concepts are
ambiguous. Therefore we have to disambiguate
these words of Yahoo concepts according to
WordNet sense numbers using a sense-tagger
system [23]. The sense-tagger system will take
an ambiguous sentence as an input and produces
an output of a stemmed and sense-tagged

sentence. Figure 2 shows how the words
concepts are sense-tagged.
After we have changed the form of the words in
concept to be similar with the words in
WordNet, we will try to get the words from
WordNet using the three semantics relationships
mentioned earlier. Figure 3 will give a clear
view on how these three semantics relationship
are used in order to obtain words from WordNet.

“computer1” (word from concept)

SYNONYM

HYPERNYM/
HYPONYM

MERONYM/
HOLONYM

“data-processor1”,
“electronic-computer1”
“machine”, “digitalcomputer1”

null

In figure 4, the words from WordNet will be
linked to a concept where the word concept
comes from. In the example, computer1 comes
from the concept of Computer_and_Internet.
Whenever there is a failure to map the keywords
of the document onto the ontology concepts, the
system will look for alternative concepts from
the extended ontology. If, in any case, the
mapping process is not successful using both
ways, then the keyword will be ignored and
assumed that the keywords are not relevant to the
content of the document.

4 RESULT AND ANALYSIS
For our experiment, we try to compare which
extended ontologies that can be used to improve
our automatic topic identification system [26].
The comparison is done by running the
automatic topic identification system with two
types of extended ontologies and also without
extended ontology. The two types of ontologies
are:

WORDNET

•

Figure 3: Word computer1 is used to obtain words
from Wordnet using the three semantics relationships.

Yahoo

(null)

•

computer1 -- [ data-processor1, electroniccomputer1,digitial-computer1, analog-computer1,
machine1]
Internet1—[cyberspace1, computer-network1]

security4 – [security-reason1, precaution1, safeguard1]
encryption1 –[coding1, compression1]

Figure 4: The extended part (the box with broken line
below the arrow) of each concept is built when
semantically related words have been obtained from
WordNet.

synonym
synonym,
meronym/

Table 5 summarizes the results that we obtained
from the experiment.

Computer_and_Internet
(computer1, Internet1)

Security_and_Encryption
(security4, encryption1)

Ontology
based
on
relationship.
Ontology
based
on
hypernym/hyponym and
holonym relationships.

Extended
Ontologies

metatopic2

single
path3

topic
node4

none
synonym
synonym+
hypernym/
hypnonym+
meronym/
holonym

68.5%
69%

51.50%
53%

29%
30%

total
doc.
analyzed
95.5%
98%

69%

52.65%

29%

100%

Table 5: Results of two types of extended ontologies
and one test without extended ontology.

We measure the performance of the automatic
topic identification system in two different
aspects:
• Precision: hits/ ( hits + mistake).

2

The parent node of the topic node at level two.
The path where the topic node should be located.
4
Topic node is the topic of the web document.
3

•

Total document anaylzed =
(total doc. hits +total doc.mistake)/
(total all test documents)

The precision will measure how accurate the
system identify the correct meta-topic, single
path and topic node. The total document
analyzed is the percentage of total documents
that have been analyzed successfully. This means
at least one keyword has been mapped onto the
ontology concept.
With 200 test web documents and 107 nodes of
Yahoo concepts, only 95.5% documents have
been successfully represented by the ontology
concepts. This percentage increased up to 98%
when we included an extended ontology built
based on synonym relationship. 100% is
obtained when we enhanced the extended
ontology with two more semantics relationships;
hypernym/hyponym and meronym/holonym.
In terms of the precision measure, the result
becomes worse when the extended ontology is
built with more semantics relationships. As we
can see, the improved result of 30% using
synonym extended ontology declined to 29%
when more semantics relationships are added.

4.1 ANALYSIS
Our accuracy result (precision on topic node) is
quite comparable to the results produced by the
other topic identification systems that use bagof-words as the representative of the web
documents. [19] only obtained 37% of accuracy
using Yahoo with 151 classes and 50 documents.
Their best attained result was 45% on 100 test
documents. [9] had the worst result with only
2.13% at their preliminary experiment. Later,
after they had increased the size of the sample
training, the result improved to 36.5% accuracy
(average).
The poor result we obtained with only 30% of
maximum accuracy were caused by many
factors. One of them could be because of the
highly heterogenity of the web document.
Therefore we were unable to extract the correct
keywords from the web documents. The
extraction of wrong keywords or less number of
keywords is also due to the fact that some of the
web documents are poorly written with spelling
mistakes, non-standard language (slang) and
mixture of other languages.

The situation of having worse result when the
extended ontology was built based on more
semantics relationships is not very surprising.
This is because in [18]’s paper regarding query
expansion using NLP technique, they claimed
that other than using synonym words for query
expansion, the true meaning of the original query
will change and therefore can cause wrong
information to be retrieved.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented and evaluated our
NLP approach in extending a web ontology.
These web ontology and extended ontology will
be used to build a document representative in
automatic topic identification system. The
process of merging the words from WordNet
with Yahoo! ontology to build the extended part
of Yahoo! ontology is done using NLP technique
where semantics relationships defined in
WordNet will be exploited.
Our main conclusion is that not all words which
are semantically related to the words concepts of
Yahoo are suitable to be used as the extended
ontology. Some can even worsen the accuracy
even though the number of keywords mapped
onto the concepts has increased. Based on the
result we have attained, building extended
ontology based on synonym relationship is the
best choice among all.
For future works, what we would like to do is
find out whether, it is possible to achieve a high
performance in both Precision and Total
document analyzed by applying an appropriate
weighting rule to the ontology concepts.
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